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Abstract

COVID-19 is a severe health problem in many countries and has
altered day-to-day life in the whole world. This infection is caused
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, and depending on age, sex and health
status of the patient, it can present with variety of clinical
symptoms such as mild infection, a very severe form or even
asymptomatic course of the disease. Similarly to other viruses,
innate immune response plays a vital role in protection against
COVID-19. However, dysregulation of innate immunity could have
a significant influence on the severity of the disease. Despite
various efforts, there is no effective vaccine against the disease so
far. Recent data have demonstrated that the Bacillus Calmette–
Gu�erin (BCG) vaccine could reduce disease severity and the burden
of several infectious diseases in addition to targeting its primary
focus tuberculosis. There is growing evidence for the concept of
beneficial non-specific boosting of immune responses by BCG or
other microbial compounds termed trained immunity, which may
protect against COVID-19. In this manuscript, we review data on
how the development of innate immune memory due to microbial
compounds specifically BCG can result in protection against SARS-
CoV-2 infection. We also discuss possible mechanisms, challenges
and perspectives of using innate immunity as an approach to
reduce COVID-19 severity.
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PATHOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY OF
COVID-19

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused
by an RNA virus named severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The disease
became a major health problem very quickly,
since December 2019 when it was reported for
the first time in Wuhan, China.1 The disease
COVID-19 was declared a pandemic disease by the
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World Health Organization in March 2020.
According to Johns Hopkins University, as of
November 29th 2020, the number of infected
cases exceeded 62.5 million, with almost 1.5
million deaths worldwide (https://coronavirus.
jhu.edu/map.html).

The outbreak was initiated as a zoonotic disease
and later spread through human-to-human
transmission.2 Clinical symptoms of the disease are
relatively mild, beginning with fever, dry cough
and dyspnoea and possibly followed by headache
and generalised fatigue.3 The incubation period
of COVID-19 is relatively long during which
patients are highly contagious. The coronavirus
infection can severely develop and become
potentially lethal as a result of pneumonia and
multiple organ failure.3 High mortality is seen in
the elderly and those with underlying medical
conditions such as hypertension, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, COPD (chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease), cancer, immunocompromised
states and chronic kidney disease or in conditions
such as obesity, pregnancy and smoking.4,5

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)
mediates entry of SARS-CoV-2 into the host cells.
ACE2 is expressed in the lungs, heart, arteries,
kidney and intestinal tissue.6 The expression of
ACE2 is higher in respiratory epithelial cells;
however, it is also expressed in alveolar
macrophages, dendritic cells, innate lymphoid cells
and natural killer (NK) cells.7 ACE2 is also heavily
expressed in endothelial cells of infected patients.
Thus, injury of these cells could facilitate virus
invasion.8

A significant increase of C-reactive protein (CRP)
levels was correlated with poor prognosis in
COVID-19 patients.9 Increased CRP level
upregulates CD32 expression on monocytes,
neutrophils, human aortic endothelial cells and
kidney tubular epithelial cells.10 In addition,
alveolar macrophages generally express high
levels of CD32.11 Interestingly, individuals with the
previously mentioned underlying medical
conditions such as diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases express high levels of CD32 on their
innate immune cells12,13 due to elevated C-
reactive protein (CRP) level. CD32 on monocytes
or macrophages can transduce inflammatory
signalling in the presence of IgG and result in the
production of IFN-c, TNF-a, IL-1b and IL-6.11 It was
recently shown that SARS-CoV could use the CD32
receptor to enter the cells via the so-called Trojan
horse mechanism.14

SARS-CoV-2 infection increases the production
of pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-6,
MCP1, G-CSF, MIP1A, TNF-a and GM-CSF,3,15 which
was closely correlated with the disease severity.
Intensive care patients are characterised by a
strong systemic inflammatory response, whereas
the level of inflammatory mediators was lower in
patients with mild symptoms.15 Epithelial cells are
one of the major cells involved in SARS-CoV-2
infection. Infected lung epithelial cells produce IL-
8, which is a well-known chemokine that recruits
neutrophils and T cells.16 In response to RNA and
dsRNA viruses, toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) promotes
antiviral activity through the production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and the upregulation of
the adhesion molecule ICAM-1 (intercellular
adhesion molecule 1) in primary human bronchial
epithelial cells.17 SARS-CoV and possibly SARS-
CoV-2 activate TLR3 and TLR4, subsequently
inducing an inflammatory reaction, inflammasome
activation and upregulation of the IL-1b
pathway.18 The number of inflammatory
monocytes was significantly increased in COVID-19
patients, which might be the primary producer of
IL-6 and responsible for inducing the cytokine
release syndrome.7,19 This finding postulated the
usage of neutralising or inhibiting antibodies
against IL1 and IL-6 for treating the severe form
of infection.20

Over the last few months, enormous efforts
have been put into place in many countries across
the world in order to find an effective vaccine
against COVID-19. It is expected that it may take
at least 12–18 months to produce a first vaccine
against the disease.

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) had low
incidence rates, which made their control possible
and achievable. Nevertheless, low incidence and
limited geographical spread lowered the
commercial interest to invest in developing
vaccines against these diseases.21 The number of
unidentified and undocumented cases with SARS-
CoV-2 infection is very high due to mild, limited,
or a complete lack of symptoms, thereby
accelerating the transmission rate and thus the
number of deaths. Current knowledge about
COVID-19 is very limited and whether long-term
protection can be achieved post-coronavirus
exposure is not yet clear. Recent studies have
suggested that COVID-19 incidence and mortality
rate is lower in countries where the BCG vaccine is
a part of the routine childhood immunisation
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schedule.22–24 The non-specific cross-protection
against unrelated diseases is not limited to BCG
and have also been described for other vaccines
such as influenza.

CROSS-PROTECTION OF MICROBIAL
COMPONENTS AND HUMAN VACCINES

An increasing number of studies have described
the non-specific protective effects against diseases
after immunisation with an unrelated vaccine or
microbial antigen. This could be an approach used
to fight COVID-19. This de facto immunological
memory occurs in innate immune cells or non-
immune cells and has been termed ‘trained
immunity’. Recent studies show, that innate
immune responses have adaptive characteristics
that can lead to protection against subsequent
unrelated infections. As a proof of concept,
studies performed in plants and invertebrates,
which are organisms lacking adaptive immune
response, have shown that both can develop
immunological memory upon infection.25,26 The
innate immune response is mainly composed of
monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils and NK
cells, which act rapidly and non-specifically after
an infectious agent or toxin is encountered.
Interestingly, recent studies have implicated that
innate immune memory is not exclusively
confined to immune cells, but non-immune cells
including human coronary smooth muscle,27

stromal and epithelial28,29 cells can also develop
immunological memory.

Several studies using mouse and human cells
have demonstrated that the exposure of innate
immune cells to Candida albicans or the fungal
cell wall component b-glucan, as well as to certain
mammalian models of vaccination or metabolites
can lead to the development of what we know as
‘innate immune memory’ or ‘trained immunity’
(Table 1). In contrast to adaptive immune
responses, the innate immune memory is not
strictly specific, as infection with one infectious
agent often also protects from another unrelated
microorganism. This non-specific memory leads to
enhanced capacity of immune cell response to
reinfection.30–32

The induction of trained immunity by b-glucan
is known to confer non-specific protection from
subsequent bacterial and parasitic infections
caused by Staphylococcus aureus and Leishmania
braziliensis, respectively.33,34 Similarly to b-glucan,
muramyl dipeptide (MDP), a component of

bacterial cell wall peptidoglycan, can induce
protection against toxoplasmosis,35 while CpG
nucleotides provide protection against Escherichia
coli infections.36 Intranasally administered TLR3
ligands were shown to induce protection against
genital Herpes simplex virus (HSV-2) infection.37

In addition to microbial components, trained
immunity can be induced through the exposure to
vaccines. Vaccines are usually made to protect
against infectious diseases and are known to have
specific effects. However, during the past few
decades, the non-specific effects exerted through
vaccines have been described in studies from low-
income countries with high infectious disease
incidence, such as West Africa as well as in a high-
income populations for example Copenhagen,
Denmark. Randomised trials have shown that
measles, Bacillus Calmette-Gu�erin (BCG)
(tuberculosis) and Vaccinia (smallpox) vaccine
were associated with a reduction in overall child
mortality and morbidity. This effect was mainly
due to a decrease in lower respiratory tract
infections and sepsis, which cannot be explained
by prevention of the target disease itself.38–40

Additional studies in Africa have shown similar
non-specific beneficial effects of BCG against
respiratory infections and pneumonia in
children.41,42 Importantly, BCG has shown a
protective effect against pneumonia in older
adults.43 Some studies suggest that BCG and
Vaccinia may exert beneficial non-specific effects
against melanoma and non-Hodgkin
lymphoma.44,45

The BCG vaccine is one of the most used
vaccines worldwide. Furthermore, a growing body
of evidence associates its non-specific protective
effects with the induction of trained immunity.46

The clinical relevance of trained immunity has
been presented in a randomised placebo-
controlled study demonstrating that BCG
vaccination reduces yellow fever viraemia.47

Moreover, BCG has been shown to offer
protection against malaria,48 Leishmania
species,49,50 Candida albicans46 and Influenza
virus.51 Beneficial effects of recombinant BCG
vaccine against viral diseases such as hepatitis C
virus (HCV), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
and measles have also been reported.52–54 These
antiviral effects were attributed to an induction
of humoral and cell-mediated immune response
to HIV infection and to the development of
specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes in HCV
infection.53,54 It was also shown that the BCG
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vaccine boosts efferocytosis within the alveolar
space in mice and protects the host against
influenza pneumonia by rapidly removing
apoptotic cells, maintaining lung homeostasis and
reducing inflammation.55 Remarkably, BCG-
induced potent non-specific effects during
bladder cancer therapy have also been described
and is now used in routine therapy of the early
stages of disease.56

Aside from vaccines, exposure to viruses has also
been shown to induce non-specific effects. Latent
infections with Epstein–Barr virus or
cytomegalovirus were shown to confer protection

in mice against bacterial infection.57 Moreover,
Hepatitis B exposure in utero exhibited trained
immunity features, which enhances the ability of
cord blood immune cells of newborns to respond
to bacterial infection in vitro.58

UNDERLYING MECHANISMS OF
CROSS-PROTECTION IN TRAINED
IMMUNITY

The induction of trained immunity is mediated by
functional, metabolic and epigenetic
reprogramming of innate immune cells, which,

Table 1. Non-specific beneficial effects of microbial components and human vaccines

Compound Cross-protection Study type and model Reference

Microbial compounds

b-glucan Staphylococcus aureus Mice 34,118

Muramyl dipeptide (MDP) Toxoplasma gondii Mice 35

CpG Escherichia coli Mice 36

Poly(I:C) Genital HSV2 Mice 37

Poly(IC: LC) SARS Mice 119

MDP-Lys (L18) Sendai virus Mice 120

MTP-PE Influenza viruses A and B 121

b-glucan L. (Viannia) braziliensis Human cells (in vitro and ex vivo) and mice 33

b-glucan sepsis Human cells (in vitro and ex vivo) 64,122

Vaccine

BCG L. major Mice 50

BCG C. albicans Mice 46

BCG Influenza A Mice 55

BCG HSV1 Mice 123

Measles Respiratory infections Randomised controlled trials 39

Vaccinia (smallpox) Reduced childhood mortality Case–cohort study 38

Vaccinia (smallpox) Melanoma Cohort study 44

Polio Non-Hodgkin lymphoma Population-based, case–control study 45

Smallpox Non-Hodgkin lymphoma Population-based, case–control study 45

M.M.R. Lower respiratory infections Cohort study 124,125

MMR RSV infection Cohort study 126

OPV Lower respiratory infections Cohort study 127

BCG Sepsis, reduced childhood mortality CASE–cohort study 38

BCG Pneumonia and sepsis Randomised controlled trials 42

BCG respiratory tract infections randomised controlled trials 41

BCG Pneumonia in elder Clinical trial 43

BCG Melanoma Cohort study and case–control study 44

BCG Yellow fever viraemia Randomised placebo-controlled study 47

BCG Plasmodium falciparum Randomised controlled study 48

BCG L. amazonensis Human case report 49

BCG Influenza virus Randomised, Placebo-Controlled trial 51

BCG Bladder cancer Human in vitro and in vivo 56

MTBVAC Pneumonia Human in vitro, mice in vivo 128

Live virus

Epstein–Barr virus Bacterial infection Mice 57

Cytomegalovirus Bacterial infection Mice 57

Adenovirus infection Bacterial infection Mice 129

Hepatitis B Bacterial infection Human in vitro 58
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contributes to an enhanced immunological
response to subsequent pathogenic encounters.26

Studies using Rag1 (recombination-activating
gene 1)-deficient mice and mice with severe
combined immunodeficiency (SCID) revealed that
the beneficial effects of trained immunity are
exclusively carried out by innate immune cells.
After priming with either b-glucan or BCG, these
mice were protected (improved survival) from
reinfection by C. albicans or S. aureus. These data
revealed that both T- and B-lymphocytes are not
involved in the trained immune phenotype
displayed by these animals. Furthermore,
C. albicans-primed CCR2 (chemokine receptors 2)-
deficient mice were found to be susceptible
(reduced survival) to reinfection, which
demonstrated the importance of monocytes and
macrophages in promoting trained immunity.30,46

The functional modulation of monocytes
induced by b-glucan occurs through dectin-1 and
the noncanonical serine-threonine kinase Raf-1
pathway, whereas BCG effects occur in a NOD2
(nucleotide-binding oligomerisation domain-
containing protein 2)-dependent manner. The
interaction of b-glucan or BCG with dectin-1 and
NOD2 respectively leads to increased production
of monocyte-derived cytokines such as TNFa and
IL-6 in response to in vitro C. albicans, S. aureus,
Mycobacterium tuberculosis and
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) re-stimulation.30,46

Moreover, a placebo-controlled human challenged
study showed that BCG vaccination lowers yellow
fever vaccine-induced viraemia through the
induction of IL-1b production. The non-specific IL-
1b production conferred by BCG vaccination was
associated with protection against yellow fever
viraemia.47 Remarkably, the BCG vaccination of
healthy volunteers has shown to induce increased
levels of cytokine production upon ex vivo
stimulation of monocytes, as well as NK cells with
M. tuberculosis lysates, heat-killed S. aureus, and
C. albicans. The enhanced function of circulating
monocytes and NK cells persisted for at least
3 months after vaccination.46,59 It is noteworthy
that BCG can trigger an antigen-independent
immune response known as heterologous
immunity. This process is characterised by the
induction of cytokines produced by T
lymphocytes, such as IFN-c and IL-17, in response
to an unrelated pathogen.60

Furthermore, in vitro and in vivo studies have
shown that the non-specific effects of BCG in
bladder cancer are dependent on autophagy, in

which the presence of single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in autophagy genes (ATG2B
and ATG5) as well as its pharmacologic inhibition
interfered with the cytokine production capacity
of monocytes.56 Besides autophagy, increased
TNFa and IL-6 production by human macrophages
after BCG training was associated with induction
of IL-1b and polymorphism in IL-1 family genes,
encoding IL-1 and IL-18 receptors.47 In addition
the inflammasome component PYCACR/ASC
showed a strong impact on the production of
these cytokines.47 In line with this, the study of
the effect of a genetic variation in IL1B and IL32
genes led to the findings that both cytokines are
associated with b-glucan-induced trained
immunity.33 Administration of b-glucan in mice
induced the expansion of myeloid lineage
progenitors which was associated with the
induction of IL-1b and GM-CSF as well as
adaptations in glucose metabolism and
cholesterol biosynthesis.61

In addition to increased cytokine production,
the functional modulation of monocytes and
macrophages during trained immunity is
associated with expression of Pattern Recognition
Receptors (PRRs), such as TLR2, TLR4, mannose
receptor C-type 1 (MRC1) and CD163 in b-glucan-
trained macrophages, and CD11b and TLR4 in
BCG-trained macrophages. Moreover, b-glucan-
trained monocytes also showed an increased
expression of costimulatory molecules (HLA-DRB1,
CD40, CD86, CD80, and CD83) and CCR1
associated with dendritic cell (DC) phenotypes.30,46

Furthermore, healthy individuals that were
vaccinated with BCG and undergo a Controlled
Human Malaria Infection (CHMI), showed a
percentage increase of CD56dim NK cells
expressing CD69, an activation status marker of
immune cells. In addition, CD69 expression on
gamma-delta (cd) T cells, NKT cells and alpha-beta
(ab) T cells followed a similar pattern in BCG-
vaccinated individuals 7 days after challenge with
Plasmodium falciparum. Likewise, increased
expression of HLA-DR and CD86 was observed in
classical monocytes (CD14+CD16-) of BCG-
vaccinated individuals.48 Together, these studies
indicated that increased expression of PRRs as well
as costimulatory molecules and activation markers
in different innate immune cell subsets are crucial
for enhanced induction of host defence
mechanisms.

Interestingly, it was shown that BCG
mycobacterial RNA induces IL-10 production in
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macrophages via TLR3-mediated activation of
PI3K/AKT, indicating the capacity of BCG in
modulating the immune response in addition to
stimulatory effects.62 TLR3 activation plays a
crucial role in the induction of innate immune
response against viruses. It was demonstrated that
TLR3 agonists (Poly(I:C)) and BCG showed a
synergistic effect by increasing the production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and nitric oxide (NO).
Moreover, this mechanism was shown to be
dependent on an auto-/paracrine-type I interferon
(IFNa and IFNb) feedback loop.63

Epigenetic regulation is another important
mechanism that mediates trained immunity.
Mechanistic investigations showed that the
accumulation of epigenetic marks on several
immune response genes and enhancer elements
contributes to increased gene transcription. For
example, changes in histone lysine methyl and
acetyl modifications [H3 histones mono- or tri-
methylated at lysine 4 (H3K4me1 and H3K4me3)
and H3 acetylation at lysine 27 (H3K27ac)]
underlie both BCG- and b-glucan-induced trained
immunity. The increased cytokine production of
trained macrophages is a result of higher mRNA
expression, which is driven by an increased
H3K4me3 at the TNFA and IL6 promoters.30,46,47 In
line with this, H3K4 monomethylation (H3K4me1)
enrichment is necessary for the increased
responsiveness observed in monocytes challenged
with b-glucan.64

Recently, a novel class of long non-coding RNA
(lncRNA) called Immune Priming LncRNAs (IPLs)
was described to regulate the epigenetic
activation of trained immune genes by favoring
the accumulation of H3K4me3 at its promoter
regions. Mechanistic studies showed that an IPL
named UMLILO (upstream master lncRNA of the
inflammatory chemokine locus) could direct the
WD repeat-containing protein 5 (WDR5)-mixed
lineage leukaemia protein 1 complex 1 (MLL1)
across the chemokine promoters (IL8, CXCL1,
CXCL2 and CXCL3), facilitating their H3K4me3
epigenetic priming. Furthermore, it was observed
that b-glucan epigenetically reprograms immune
genes by upregulating IPLs.65 This demonstrates
the important role of IPLs expression in persistent
epigenetic modifications and in establishing long-
term innate immune memory.

Despite functional and epigenetic
reprogramming, the induction of trained
immunity has been shown to depend on
metabolic rewiring. It has been indicated that

trained immunity induced by b-glucan in human
monocytes is dependent on glucose metabolism
(glycolysis), glutaminolysis and the cholesterol
synthesis pathways. Inhibition of enzymes
involved in these pathways prevented the
epigenetic priming of genes that code for pro-
inflammatory cytokines.31,66 Of note, it has been
shown that the induction of trained immunity
through BCG in monocytes is associated with an
increase in glycolysis and, albeit to a lesser extent,
in glutaminolysis. The pharmacological
modulation of glycolysis enzymes inhibits BCG-
induced trained immunity by affecting the
accumulation of histones marks at the TNFA and
IL6 promoters.67 The metabolic alterations of
different pathways in trained cells lead to the
production and accumulation of various
intermediary metabolites, which serve as
substrates and co-factors for the activity of
chromatin writers and erasers such as histone
methyltransferases or acetyltransferases and
demethylases or deacetylases, respectively.68 In
line with this, it has been shown that the Set7
methyltransferase (an epigenetic regulator of
histone modifications) controls metabolic plasticity
in oxidative phosphorylation necessary for trained
immunity induced by b-glucan. Taken together,
these findings demonstrate a strong correlative
link between cellular metabolism and the
epigenetic regulation of gene transcription, which
are crucial mechanisms for the induction of
trained immunity.

Considering the long-term non-specific effects
exerted by the BCG vaccine and the fact that
monocytes are short-lived within the circulation,
recent studies aimed to determine whether
trained immunity features were present in bone
marrow progenitors cells. Using a mouse model,
Kaufmann et al. discovered that BCG changes the
transcriptional landscape of haematopoietic stem
and progenitor cells (HSPCs), leading to cell
expansion and enhanced myelopoiesis.
Noteworthy, BCG-induced HSPCs produce
epigenetically modified macrophages, which
provide better protection against M. tuberculosis
infection.69 Furthermore, it has been shown that
the intracellular IL-32 expression is crucial in
determining the gene transcription profile in
bone marrow-derived HSPCs and granulocyte
macrophages progenitors cells (GMP) after BCG
vaccination of human volunteers.33 As trained
immunity can occur at the progenitor cells level in
the bone marrow, this creates a source of long-
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lived immunologically trained cells. These transmit
their phenotype to their mature cells in the
periphery and establish a long-lasting trained
immune response. Figure 1 illustrates the
molecular mechanisms involved in the non-specific
protection effects of trained immunity induced by
b-glucan and the BCG vaccine.

RECENT FINDINGS ON THE USE OF THE
TRAINED IMMUNITY-BASED VACCINE
(BCG VACCINE) AGAINST COVID-19

BCG vaccine has a very safe track record in
comparison to other vaccines. Several studies in
countries with a rigorous BCG vaccination program
have shown a significant correlation between BCG
vaccination and decreasing COVID-19 morbidity
and mortality.22–24,70–73 A recent retrospective

cohort study confirmed that BCG vaccination is
safe, not associated with hyperinflammation and
may reduce sickness or extreme fatigue in COVID-
19 patients.73 Routine infant BCG vaccination
showed a significant impact on the prevention of
local COVID-19 spread among the young
generation in Japan.74 A recent study in Israel in
which individuals closely related in age, who did
or did not receive BCG vaccination failed to report
differences in COVID-19 prevalence.75 This may
suggest that BCG vaccination at birth would not
be protective decades later. This is in line with the
relatively limited duration of trained immunity
induction post BCG administration.60

However, the studies are population-based
studies and – similar to other ecological studies –
are prone to be significantly biased due to several
important confounding factors that can affect the

Figure 1. The molecular basis of trained immunity. The induction of trained immunity by microbial components (b-glucan) and human vaccines

(BCG) involves a complex network of metabolic and epigenetic rewiring of haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells as well as circulating

peripheral myeloid cells. (a) The process is initiated by the recognition of the stimulus by its associated pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). (b)

Subsequently, the activation of different metabolic routes in the innate immune cells plays a central role by providing enzymes that are crucial co-

factors or inhibitors of epigenetic regulators (histone modifications). (c) Epigenetic rewiring leads to increased gene transcription of mediators

that are important for an enhanced immune response against pathogens. (d) The induction of such mechanisms results in increased cytokine

production, PRRs expression as well as costimulatory and activation molecules upon re-stimulation. Altogether, these changes contribute to the

non-specific protection against viral, bacterial and parasitic infections.
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outcomes such as the distribution of ages in
populations, genetic background, geographical
regions, diagnostic testing rates, type of data
collection, control regulations, and even public
attitudes, social behaviours and obedience
towards authorities. The available data could only
be considered as indirect evidence of the positive
effects of BCG on the COVID-19 burden.

WHEN TRAINED CELLS ENCOUNTER
SARS-COV-2

Innate immune memory is established in
circulating, local or tissue-resident cells as well as
in progenitor stem cells through epigenetic
reprogramming. We can hypothesise that when
trained airway epithelial cells would be exposed
to SARS-CoV2, they would produce IL-8 and
recruit neutrophils towards the infected epithelia,
which would then lead to efficient elimination of
infected cells. Circulating monocytes would be
recruited to the lung in response to MCP1 and
GM-CSF. Since innate immune memory also occurs
at the progenitor stem cell level, GM-CSF and G-
CSF promote differentiation of innate immune
cells and extend myelopoiesis, which in turn
increases the number of cells migrating to the
infection site, thus boosting immune response and
promoting efficient local activation of the innate
immune system.3,15 TLR3 activation is induced by
SARS-CoV. The BCG-trained monocytes can also
produce IL10 through TLR3 activation.62

Reactivation of this pathway by the virus can
result in modulation of local inflammation.

Altogether, the dysregulation of immune
responses, especially within innate immune cells,
and a weak innate immune response at the site of
infection, results in systemic inflammation,
cytokine storm, mass virus replication, highly
infectious patients and severe forms of COVID-19
(Figures 2a and 3a, b). Training of immune and
non-immune cells can lead to efficient local
innate immunity and elimination of the virus
before it causes disease or spreads to others
(Figures 2b and 3a, c). However, patients suffering
from immune-mediated inflammatory diseases,
HIV patients or people on immunosuppressive
medication after solid organ transplantation are
at much higher risk for severe adverse events
from live vaccines including BCG. That is why they
must be excluded from BCG vaccination program
otherwise they may develop severe symptoms if
they encounter COVID-19 (Figure 2c).

DURATION OF INNATE IMMUNE
MEMORY

An ultimate goal in vaccine development is long-
term protection. However, the unspecific effect of
a vaccine cannot last very long and can be
modulated by exposure to other vaccines or
substances.76 The duration of innate immune
memory, induced by BCG or other vaccines and
compounds, is unclear in terms of longevity. The
Protective effect of BCG vaccine against
M. tuberculosis (Mtb) decreases year by year.
Based on the available data, making an accurate
time estimate for BCG efficacy is very difficult.
Data show that efficient protective effects of the
BCG vaccine vary from a few years to several
decades in different populations. It is believed
that the protective efficacy of childhood BCG
against all forms of TB may last for 20 years or
even longer,77,78 but that the non-specific
protection is likely much shorter. The duration of
innate immune memory in mice lasts for at least
3 months,59 whereas epidemiological data showed
that unspecific protective effects might last 3–
5 years in human.79 This indicates that the trained
immunity approach is not a lifelong option and
could only serve as a temporary solution in
decreasing COVID-19 morbidity and mortality.
Thus, development of a specific, well-defined
vaccine remains to be considered.

CHALLENGES OF USING BCG VACCINE
AGAINST COVID-19

BCG vaccine or any other compounds that are
able to induce innate immune memory face
several challenges when they are used on a
massive scale. Since several clinical trial studies are
being performed on the effect of BCG in
preventing or reducing susceptibility to COVID-19,
we propose the possible challenges or issues,
which should be considered before, or while, BCG
is being administered (Table 2).

EFFICACY OF BCG

BCG was isolated in the early 1900s, and since then
the original strain has not been cloned or
preserved but was merely sub-cultured in different
institutes. It has been demonstrated that there are
significant strain-dependent variations in
microbiological and immunological properties.80

Depending on the ability of a particular strain in
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inducing inflammatory cytokines and cytotoxic T
cells in animal models, it is classified as a strong or
weak strain. However, strong strains are associated
with more adverse reactions.80

Randomised controlled trials are being
performed in several countries to examine
whether BCG Denmark is able to reduce the
infectious rate or severity of COVID-19, or if

Figure 2. Possible impact of BCG vaccination on improvement of host defence against SARS-CoV-2. People with a weak immune systems or

pre-existing medical conditions are at higher risk of developing sever symptoms characterised by systemic inflammation, multiple organ

dysfunction and massive viral load (a). In contrast, patients with BCG vaccination history develop a strong local immune response against the

virus which results in a mild inflammation, less severe symptoms and an effective virus elimination (b). BCG vaccination of people with

weakened/ immunocompromised immune system may develop severe adverse reactions. If these patients experience COVID-19, they may develop

a more severe form of the disease (c).

Figure 3. BCG vaccination improves immune response in COVID-19 patients. Based on current knowledge, we assume that COVID-19 patients

often suffer from super inflammation and high virus load in their lung (a, b) and prior BCG immunisation can reduce systemic inflammation and

virus load in the lung (a–c).
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perhaps a different strain is a better candidate in
developing efficient unspecific protection.81 Due
to a large number of people receiving BCG,
making small changes and improvements will
translate into a significant difference in results.
Therefore, it is a crucial task to identify which
BCG strain and manufacturer can develop the
most efficient immunity.

PRODUCTION AND MANUFACTURING

The technology of BCG vaccine production is old.
There are many small BCG vaccine suppliers in
different countries, although most BCG is
produced by the Serum Institute of India. Due to
this, BCG vaccine production faces additional
hurdle, in particular GMP issues, quality, outdated
products and product licensing,82 which may
cause batch variability. Any modification in
manufacturing can lead to the development of
adverse events; it is necessary to have unified and
defined manufacturing policies.

DOSE OF VACCINATION

The highest dose that results in the most effective
immune response with minimum risk of adverse
complications is the efficient dose. It was shown
that a lower dose induces milder adverse effects.83

The effective dose is dependent on BCG vaccine
species and differences in manufacturing also
induce a different degree of immunisation.

SHORTAGE AND AVAILABILITY OF THE
VACCINE

Currently, there is a routine universal neonatal
vaccination policy in 152 countries. BCG coverage
was estimated to be 92% at 3 years of age.84

Global demand for BCG vaccine was about 350
million doses in 2017.82 BCG shortages have
occurred several times, particularly in African
countries.82 Since the COVID-19 pandemic, there
has been increasing concern about difficulties
related to the availability of vaccines, especially in
low and middle-income countries. If BCG is
considered as a possibility of preventing COVID-
19, the vaccine shortage will escalate and should
be managed in an efficient manner. Using BCG to
prevent COVID-19 must not interfere with the
routine infant vaccination program.

ADMINISTRATION ROUTE

The impact of the administration route has been
studied extensively. BCG vaccine was initially
given orally; however, it is now injected
intradermally in most countries. It was shown that
immunogenicity of oral and/or intradermal
administration results in distinct immune
responses in human.85 Experimental data on non-
human primates showed that intranasal or
endobronchial administration induces a much
more effective protection than any other
route.86,87 Mukherjee et al. showed that that

Table 2. Factors that influence BCG vaccination against COVID-19

Technical challenges BCG vaccine Impact on vaccination against COVID-19

Efficacy The most efficacious strain should be selected

Dose The highest dose with lowest adverse effect

Vaccine shortage Should be considered as worldwide problem

Manufacturing Unified guideline should be prepared for producing the vaccine under GMP

Administration route The most efficient route which induces the strongest protection has to be introduced

Underlying medical conditions

Chronic pulmonary disease (lung fibrosis) Exclusion factor

COPD Beneficial effect

Asthma Beneficial effect

Diabetes Beneficial effect in DB type 1, DB type 1 not clear

Hypertension Beneficial effect in mice

Chronic kidney failure Not clear

Cardiovascular disease Not clear

Cerebrovascular disease Not clear

Hepatitis or liver cirrhosis Not clear

Immunosuppressed or underlying immune deficiency Exclusion factor

Obesity Beneficial effect in mice

Chronic kidney disease Safe except having an underlying immune deficiency
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pulmonary delivery of BCG, protected mice
against lethal influenza A virus pneumonia
whereas intranasal immunisation did not protect
against experimental influenza (H7N9) infection,
indicating that the route of BCG administration
may be important.55,88 Recently, it was shown
that intravenous administration of BCG protected
nine out of ten non-human primates (Macaca
mulatta) against M. tuberculosis (Mtb).89

The natural route for SARS-CoV-2 virus infection
is through the respiratory tract. Pulmonary
mucosal immunisation was shown to be more
efficient than intradermal administration against
tuberculosis.87 In the case of COVID-19, intranasal
or pulmonary vaccination could be advantageous
in developing trained immunity in the cells of the
respiratory tract. Efficient training of epithelial
cells in healthy individuals may trigger their
immune response to effectively curb COVID-19.

POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF BCG
VACCINATION ON PATIENTS WITH
PRE-EXISTING RISK FACTORS FOR
COVID-19

While considering the use of BCG vaccine as a
preventive approach against COVID-19, the
possible impact on COVID-19 risk factors should
be specifically addressed. Since SARS-CoV-2 uses
ACE to enter the cells, high levels of ACE are
considered to be connected to a worse outcome.
Hence, the possible impact of BCG on ACE should
be analysed. Current literature cannot provide
data on this question. However, there are two
studies from the 1980s which could not detect an
elevation of ACE levels in rabbit serum90 or
guinea-pig lymph nodes91 after BCG injection.

During the course of the ongoing pandemic, it
has become clear that the presence of several risk
factors may pose a life-threatening risk for COVID-
19 patients (Table 2). Patients suffering from
Diabetes mellitus (DM) type 1 or 2 are known to
be at risk to develop prolonged and severe
infections. In line with this, several studies
revealed that DM patients are more susceptible to
severe COVID-19.92 Therefore, it is worth
contemplating the impact of BCG on patients
with DB. Of note, it was recently reported, that
BCG application in patients with advanced type 1
DM led to a sustained lowering of blood glucose
levels.93,94 BCG vaccination in type 2 DM mice not
only lead to decreased mortality related to
tuberculosis infection, but also decreased

mortality related to DM in those mice without an
infection.95 Interestingly, these diabetes-related
BCG-studies showed that repeated BCG
vaccination restores pancreatic islet regeneration
and induces an innate immune response, which
may be beneficial in treating diabetes.93,96 Taken
together, available studies support the potential
use of BCG in type 1 DM patients, even in
multiple doses. Admittedly, data on type 2 DM
are rare, and glucose levels in case of BCG
administration in DM patients should always be
closely monitored.

In addition, there is evidence that patients with
pre-existing cardiovascular conditions such as
hypertension and coronary heart disease are more
frequently become critically ill with COVID-19.3

Hence, it is important to look at the potential
consequences of BCG vaccination on
atherosclerosis and hypertension. An older study
reported a preventive effect of BCG against
hypertension in albino rats.97 For atherosclerosis,
it is not clear whether BCG has a pro- or anti-
atherosclerotic effect. On the one hand, the
concept of trained immunity, in general, leads to
the hypothesis that this mechanism could
maintain the inflammatory process of
atherogenesis.32 Lamb et al.98 reported enhanced
aortic atherosclerosis in rabbits after BCG
vaccination due to enhanced recruitment of
peripheral monocytes towards aortic endothelium
or through enhanced titres of anti-heat shock
protein-60 in the sense of molecular mimicry. On
the other hand, there are studies indicating an
anti-atherosclerotic BCG-effect in mouse models,
for example by lowering the non-HDL-cholesterol
levels,99 or by provoking the enhanced release of
IL-10 instead of pro-inflammatory cytokines and
via enhanced production of regulatory T cells.100

In conclusion, it is unclear as to whether or not
BCG vaccination is beneficial to patients with
cardiovascular complications. However, based on
the current literature, there is no evidence for
harmful short term effects of a BCG vaccination in
patients with existing cardiovascular disease.

Moreover, since COVID-19 is mainly a life-
threatening disease due to pulmonary infection
and specifically due to the development of acute
severe respiratory syndrome, the possible impact
of BCG on pulmonary diseases needs to be
considered.

Bronchial asthma is reported to be a risk factor
for worse outcomes after SARS-CoV-2 infection.101

Clinical data indicate an inverse association
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between BCG-vaccinated adults and the
appearance of bronchial asthma. A randomised
controlled trial in asthmatic patients showed that
BCG treatment improves lung function and
reduces the need for medication, possibly due to
suppressing Th2-type immune responses.102,103 A
review by El-Zein et al.104 discussing 23 studies
concluded that the BCG vaccine in early life can
protect against the development of bronchial
asthma. A study on asthmatic patients revealed
improved lung function after a second or third
BCG vaccination.105 Indeed, BCG re-vaccination
did not exacerbate established asthma disease and
in some studies even improved lung function.
However, the non-specific beneficial effect of BCG
vaccination on childhood asthma seems to be
transient.106 The presumption has been made that
BCG could aggravate lung fibrosis by provoking
augmented proliferation of pulmonary
fibroblasts.107 Thus, patients with existing
pulmonary fibrosis should undergo an individual
risk assessment before BCG vaccination.

POSSIBLE INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION
CRITERIA FOR BCG VACCINATION – A
RISK ASSESSMENT

After illuminating the potential beneficial impact
of BCG vaccination on the specific risk factors for
the life-threatening course of COVID-19, a
detailed focus on the possible patient target
groups who could receive BCG vaccination is
necessary.

Attention should be paid to the conceivable
adverse events of BCG vaccination to include and
exclude fitting population groups. First of all,
minor adverse events are well known through the
worldwide BCG application over the past decades.
Administering the vaccination in children is
labelled as safe. Moreover, studies have proven
that the usage of BCG in adults is also safe, well-
tolerated and in regard to the immune reaction
comparable to an early BCG vaccination.108

Although the BCG vaccine is considered to be very
safe, it may induce various complications. Based
on the degree of severity, these complications are
grouped into two categories. Approximately 1 in
1000 individuals develops mild complications,
which are often considered as normal reactions to
the vaccine including swelling, local eczema,
localised abscess, formation lesion, hyperaemia or
soreness formation at the site of injection.109 0.2–
2% of BCG vaccinations cause specific local

complications such as a persisting scar, limited
ulcerations, subcutaneous abscesses or local
lymphadenopathy.110 Occasionally, local adverse
events are due to a wrong administration of BCG,
which should be injected intradermally, the
procedure should always be carried out by trained
personnel. However, systemic adverse reactions
are rare and can include osteitis, osteomyelitis,
lymphadenitis, disseminated BCG infection and in
about 1–2 per million cases, lupus vulgaris can
occur.109

Since BCG is a live vaccine, patients with pre-
existing immunodeficiency are at higher risk of
developing the potentially life-threatening BCG
disseminated disease, which could lead to
multiple organ failure through a systemic disease
comparable with disseminated tuberculosis.111 In
line with that, pre-infection with HIV dramatically
increases the risk of BCG disseminated disease.112

In general, patients suffering from immune-
mediated inflammatory diseases, primary
immunodeficiency diseases (PIDs) such as SCID or
on immunosuppressive medication after solid
organ transplantation are at much higher risk for
severe adverse events from live vaccines.113 The
presence of such clinical conditions should be
considered as exclusion criteria (Figure 2c).

Taken together, the severity of side effects
following BCG vaccination vary depending on the
strain of BCG, the dose of vaccine, age or
immunological and health status of patients.109,110

Typical reactions to vaccination occur most
frequently and very often are self-limiting.

Very limited data are available on the frequency
of adverse effects after the first or second dose of
BCG: It seems that adverse reactions are more
frequent post-second dose than after the first
dose.114

One of the biggest challenges in BCG re-
vaccination is a strong local reaction due to
Koch’s phenomenon. This is why, before
administrating a BCG vaccine, a clear and defined
measure is required to limit the risks for adverse
reactions such as a diagnostic test for tuberculosis
infection in risk populations. Based on the
literature, real Koch’s phenomena are
overestimated because usual adverse events are
often mistaken for Koch’s phenomenon.115

However, in the majority of cases the extent of a
possible skin wound was not severe enough to
stop re-vaccination.116 Indeed, a systematic follow-
up with regard to adverse events should be
established for BCG re-vaccination.
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As mentioned earlier, SARS-CoV can enter the
host cells via CD32. It has been reported that BCG
vaccination increases CD32 and serum CRP level
which is a major biological ligand for CD32.117

Although more evidence is needed to confirm the
significant role of CD32 and CRP, these data
should be considered during BCG re-vaccination in
people with the risk of immediate potential
infection with SARS-CoV2. Elevation of CRP and
CD32 levels is transient and BCG-vaccinated
individuals could be quarantined for some time to
prevent the exposure to SARS-CoV-2.

In summary, a preventive BCG vaccine should
not be generally administered to patients with
any form of a compromised immune system. In
these cases, a substantiated risk-benefit analysis is
crucial. Additionally, general vaccination rules
should be followed, such as avoiding life-
attenuated vaccine during an ongoing infection.
Individuals should therefore be tested for a
current SARS-CoV-2-infection in addition to
routine investigations such as fever measurement
before vaccinating with BCG.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

The COVID-19 pandemic is an extraordinary
challenge for society. Old people and those with
pre-existing medical conditions are more likely to
experience worse symptoms and require hospital
care if they have COVID-19. Large increases
hospitalised cases have put health systems under
immense pressure beyond their capacity
particularly in low- and middle-income countries.
The pandemic has drawn considerable attention
from different scientific fields and brought
various efforts and expertise together in order to
prevent, treat or reduce the mortality. Currently,
there are several different types of vaccines in
development, which primarily based on spike
proteins and are under various stages of clinical
trials. Due to the very recent reports about SARS-
CoV-2 mutations, it is predicted that the
subsequent release of an effective vaccine may
take longer than expected. Considering the very
high transmission and mortality rate of COVID-19,
even transient protection against the infection
would be very beneficial. Therefore, it is
important to find an alternative therapeutic
approach to bridge the period until a specific
vaccine is available.

Induction of trained immunity could potentially
improve antiviral-host defence and better equip

COVID-19 patients to fight the disease. This could
be mitigation strategy to protect vulnerable
people at high risk and healthcare workers and
will reduce pressure on health systems and
prevent hospitals from being overwhelmed by
COVID-19 patients. In general, using the trained
immunity approach against COVID-19 may be
useful to reduce dissemination of the virus and
the mortality rates. However, BCG vaccination
should not be applied until the results of the
ongoing randomised clinical trials have been
published and BCG has been proven to be
effective. Only then, effective BCG vaccination
approach could potentially protect the population
and reduce COVID-19 mortality and morbidity
until a long-term solution in the form of a specific
COVID-19 vaccine or treatment is developed.
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